The Explore CERN program is designed for you, to explore novel applications of CERN Technologies. During the 3-day program you will be running a mini design sprint to create various business cases around CERN technologies to solve important societal issues with the guidance of CERN experts. The winning team will get to participate in business screening week at CERN in 2021.

**THE PROGRAM**

The Explore CERN program includes:
- 2-day mini design sprint
- Founder story
- Pitch training
- Validation workshop
- Pitching contest with jury panel: the best pitch wins €500!

**FOR WHOM**

We challenge students, researchers and startup founders to come up with innovative solutions using the latest CERN technologies (focused on: AI/Machine Learning/Big Data).

**DETAILS**

Program: 3-day program  
Dates: January 11, 12 & 15, 2021  
Time: 14.00–18.00  
Location: partly online, partly on site  
Attendance: is required on all days  
Deadline: January 3, 2021  
Costs: fully sponsored by IXA

More info | Apply now
ABOUT CERN

Knowledge Transfer Group

The Knowledge Transfer Group at CERN aims to engage with experts in science, technology and industry in order to create opportunities for the transfer of CERN’s technology and know-how. The ultimate goal is to accelerate innovation and maximize the global positive impact of CERN on society. This is done by promoting and transferring the technological and human capital developed at CERN.

EXPLORE

The Explore Entrepreneurship programs are initiated by Innovation Exchange Amsterdam (IXA) and executed by Amsterdam Center for Entrepreneurship (ACE).

QUESTIONS?

Please feel free to reach out to: Daniela Redondo Velez at: daniela@ace-incubator.nl

ABOUT IXA & ACE

IXA is the knowledge transfer office of Amsterdam UMC, HvA, UvA and VU. ACE is the university incubator for Amsterdam UMC, HvA, UvA and VU.